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ro

= position of the coupled shroud

Rh

= position of the crack
= root diameter of the turbo disk

to

= the number of blade
= thickness at the root of blade

tj

= thickness at the tip of blade

ABSTRACT
Analysis of the stability in a cracked blade-disk system is
proposed. The effect of modal localization on the stability in a
rotating blade-disk was studied. A crack near the root of a blade
is regarded as a local disorder in this periodically coupled blade
system. Hamilton's principle and Galerkin's method were used to
formulate the equations of motion for the cracked blade-disk. The
instability regions of this cracked blade-disk system were
specified by employing the multiple scales perturbation method.
Numerical results indicate that the rotation speed, shroud
stiffness and crack depth in the blades affect the stability
regions of this mistuned system significantly.
Keywords: stability, modal localization, crack, blade-disk

= strain energy stored in the

Uf.UP

S ri'

Us , Vs

= strain energy introduced by the bending
moment and the centrifugal force
= deflections of the S th blade

U4 ,

= deflections of the cracked blade

1/4

£

= perturbation parameter

01(r)

= comparison functions (1=1,2,..)

A;

= coefficients

NOMENCLATURE

= Poisson's ratio
= pretwisted angle of the blade
= density of the blade

A
a
b0

= rotation speed of the disk
= the steady speed

= cross section area of the blade
= depth of crack
= width at the root of the blade

shroud

= width at the tip of the blade

= exciting frequency
= perturbation frequency

c.c.

= complex conjugate
= Young's modulus

= reference and natural frequencies

1(0

= the variation of the rotation speed
= the magnitude of the perturbation speed

FM
Its

1. INTRODUCTION

= the maximum of components of F.
= shroud stiffness
= length of the blade
= total number of blades

Pi,

= centrifugal force
= bending moment at crack

pt (s), qf (t)

= determined coefficients

Cracks frequently appear in rotating machinery due to
manufacturing flaws or cyclic fatigue during operation.
Especially in turbo-disks, numerous cracks can be observed after
severe operating conditions [Bernstein and Alien (1992). Walls,
deLaneuville and Cunningham (1997)). Local structural
inegularity. some disorder, caused by cracks on the blade may
change the dynamic behavior of a mistuned system
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DYNAMIC STABILITY IN A CRACKED TURBO BLADE-DISK

to the adjacent one at position rc . The individual blade modeled
as the tapered pretwisted beam is displayed in Fig. 1(b). The
thickness and breadth at the root of the blade are to and bo . The
transverse flexible deflections of the sth blade in the rotational
plane and perpendicular to the rotational plane are denoted by
components vs (r, I) and us (r, t) respectively.

The shrouded bladed disk of a turbo-rotor can be regarded as
a periodic system if all of the blades are assembled periodically.
The dynamic behavior of such a shrouded blade-disk system has
been studied by Cottney and Ewins (1974), whereas the
fundamental aspects of dynamic response in mistuned turbomachinery rotors have been studied by Afolabi (1985), Basu and
Griffin (1985) and Kaneko et al (1994). For purposes of
application, the design of turbo-machinery trends more and more
towards high efficiency, so the complex shapes of blades in
turbo-machinery is unavoidable. To consider the effect of the
blade on the dynamic behaviors of a turbo-disk, periodically
coupled taper beams are used herein to simulate the blades of a
turbo-disk. For the sake of simplicity, the tapered pretwisted
beams are approximated as Euler-Bernoulli beams. Similar
models were proposed by Rao (1972a, 1977b). During actual
service, the rotating speed of a shrouded blade-disk is subjected
to a small range of variations under external disturbance. So, the
parametric instability of a rotating blade-disk system with nonconstant speed is worthy of study. Most of the studies on the
stability are limited to the tuned systems, [Nayfeh et al. (1979),
Hsu (1961), Young (1991), and Liao and Huang (1995)], where
there is no local disorder. Only a few studies, such as Bendiksen
(1984), on the dynamic stability in mistuned systems, have
been conducted. Even if the stability regions exhibit similar
sensitivity to disorder, Bendiksen (1984), few investigators turn
their attention to this phenomenon, presumably because such
consequences are believed to be always stabilizing.

2.1 Blades without crack
Due to the bending vibration, the kinetic energy of the
rotating sth taper blade can be displayed as
/

7; =-J pA {[uk; 0[2 +

2

2 }dr
0[2 +[Q vs (r,t)]
,

(I)

The cross sectional area of the taper beam at position r is

A(r)= bo to(/- a —1(1- 13 —r
L
L

(2)

and

a-

bo -bi
bo

= to -t i

(3)

to

The total strain energy of the sth blade comprises three
components

The dynamic instability of a mistuned system should be
worthy of attention because the structural or material
irregularities in a turbo disk system are unavoidable. In this
investigation, the dynamic instability in a shrouded pretwisted
blade-disk with a cracked blade is studied. A time-varying
rotational speed which is characterized as a small periodic
perturbation superimposed on a steady state velocity is
considered. The pretwisted Euler-Bernoulli beams are used to
approximate the blades of a disk. The discrete modal localization
equation of this mistuned system was derived by using the
Galerkin method. The method of multiple scales was used to
specify the regions of instability in this cracked blade-disk.

(a) Geometry of the blade-disk system

2. EQUATIONS OF MOTION
The periodic shrouded blade structure at a constant rotating
speed SI is shown in Fig. 1(a). It consists of a rigid hub with
radius Rh and a cyclic assembly of N coupled blades. Each blade
is coupled with the adjacent one through a shroud. The length of
cantilever beam is L, and every blade is coupled by a shroud ring

(b) Geometry of the pretwisted taper blade
Figure 1 Geometry of a rotating blade-disk
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significantly. In a weakly coupled periodic structure with local
structural or material irregularities, the modal localization
phenomenon was investigated by Bendiksen (1987), Hodges
(1982), Wei and Pierre (1988a, I988b), Orgun and Tongue
(1994), Kuang and Huang (1997). Such localization may in turn
localize the vibration modes and thereby confine the vibration
energy.

U, - +U 0 + U:
where

cif,

up and

at r = L

(4)

The solutions for the above eigenvalue problem. i.e., Eqs (I(21a3)b)
and (12b), are assumed in the form

U: are strain energy components introduced

by the bending deformation, centrifugal force, and the elastic

/17

us (r,t)=Epf(001(r)

deformation of the shroud. They are
=

(u7)2 + 21„ 04;1(v1,1+ 1

2 0

•

zr

(vildr

(5)

v , 2ldr

=

2 (v, 44 (rc ,t)- v,(re , 01

where pf (r) and gl(r) are coefficients to be determined and

(6)

Øf(r) are comparison functions. To simplify these notations.

(7)

introduced. The exact bending modes of a pretwisted taper beam.
as shown in Lee (1995), have been used to approximate the
comparison functions in this study. Applying Galerkin's method.
the equations of motion of the sth blade, i.e., Eqs 12(a) and (b).
can then be approximated in the matrix form as

two nondimensional variables

2

(14)

(t) f(r)

where p(r) and lc, +1 are the centrifugal force and the stiffness
of the shroud ring. E is the Young's modulus of the blade and
!„ and In are the area moments in this article. Consider

(8a)

sin 2 ( —
r 0)+ yy cos 2 (' o)

(8b)

Sill (y e)+ i yy cos2Ei
r

(Sc)

and Ft =r,./L

[m],flas +[k],Ms k5(As-1 }{/:}s_ +(ks+/

the disk blade, to be pretwisted with a uniform twist angle 0.
and then the area moments at the position r can be derived as
= in cos 2 ( 5_ 8)+ iyy stall 0)

F=r/L.

ks)[.45 11 ,171

= (2120f + f 2 )[d]s {P}

-k„ / [g+ [if}

are

‘
(IS)

qs

s+/
where the matrices are

yy= xx

I vy

—

L

L

[ke r"+ [ko r.

kr ° 1 s Eki 1 -- [

Inls =[ 6 [mrv ;

[k e r•

[ke r.
Ike

?'

.+[ k D iv

where

3

bo to3
3,10( = —(1 a r
12
L
=-

t

12

3
) (1 an (I -pl)

L

[ris =[ 0 [041,,,]

(9a)

L

(16)
The disturbance component matrix

(9b)

L)

component mass matrix [m]%T. The matrices [m],, [kis and [d],

For stability analysis, the rotational speed is considered to be
not perfectly steady. A small perturbation speed, fit), is

are the mass, the stiffness and the perturbation matrix
respectively, as shown in Kuang (1998). Then, the superscripts
uu and vv denote components that are related to the rotational
direction and the outoff plane direction. The superscripts up
denote components that are introduced from the coupling effect.
For the stiffness, the superscripts e and 12 denote the stiffness
which is related to the elastic deformation or the rotational speed
respectively.

superimposed upon the steady state speed f10, i.e.,

n= no+ .1( 1 )

(10)

If the speed 120 is much smaller than the first natural frequency
of the beam, the centrifugal force p * may be approximated as a
steady force [Anderson (1975), Young (1991)].

p = pAC23(r+Rh )dr

For convenience, the same comparison functions are
employed for all of the blades without a crack. So. the matrices

(11)

So, using Hamilton's principle, the equation of motion of the
sth blade, for time variable speed, can be expressed as

pAii, - .(2ä[J 1- A(r + Rh )dr

+ E(1„4 12.3.vc)

[d] w is identical to the

They can be expressed as

=0

pAc,- p.(23{ Ay, +[ .1 L A(r + Rh)dr v] + Ell „rvc+ 4:4
r

[A5-1 ], [Al and [Al for blades without a crack are identical.

(I2a)

Phi =

=

[A

(17)

0
0
[ A] = [0 {0},{44.,

.

+(k„,+ k,)vad(r - re)- k„. iv„Ar - rc )

-Itsv,_ 1 3(r - re )= pA(2120f + f 2 )v,

=

with {0( 7)} s =kV"). 0i(9,- 44( 7)l

( 12b)

where 5(r - rc ) is the delta function. The boundary conditions

2.2 Blade with a crack

are

A number of papers (Rizos. Aspragathos and Dimarogonas
(1990), Broke (1986), Tada etal. (1973)] have explored the effect
of cracks on the dynamic and static behaviors of structures.

at r = 0

(13a)
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ft lc 12 1-(1

Uf =I 2 p u,
0

r,t) =

More recent articles by Chen etal. (1988) and Grabowski (1980)
also dealt with the effects of cracks in rotating machinery. The
cracked shrouded blade-disk may be regarded as a mistuned
periodical system, if a crack is located at F= T* of the th
blade. Besides the strain energy caused by bending moment,
rotating speed and shroud stiffness, the total strain energy of the
defective blade will consist of the released energy caused by the
cracks. They are
u = tie
uk _ u c
(19)

The equation of motion for the entire rotating disk system
can be grouped as

[M]{i}+EKHX1= (2120f +fl[D]{X}
The system stiffness matrix [K] is derived as

--k2 [A] 0
-k2[A] [a]2 -k3 [.4]
0
-k3[A] [at?
[cd1

FA?)

a

{X}

= [IPq

I

11 =IP

0.923 +0.199[1- sin H
it )1

1q
127

and

(25)

0

Similarly, the equation of motion for the 4th cracked blade can
be rewritten in the matrix form as follows,

q4

-1c4+1 PI P}
where

Ek h

4+1

= rer +kor
Elce r

914

[ke]

N-IN
{qPr i r

lc/ =

0

(31)

(32)

(33)

0

2
WI 0
[11

]{' } +(k4 ,4 + k MCP
q} 4
q I

=(2S20 f + f 2 )[d]..{P

[ce]N

Let [f] be the normalized modal matrix of the eigenvalue
problem associated with the mistuned system described by Eq.
(29). It leads to
0
1 0 0
0 1 0 •• • 0
(34)
:
:
[WIIMIN1

(24)

where S(F-F1 is the delta function and

q4

-k m [A]

3. ANALYSIS OF THE MISTUNED SYSTEM

Adapting Eq. (20) gives

[m]4 {e.} +[k]4 {P} -

0

(23)

cos(J
r
2

Q(4= fo rrye(y)dy

0

N
[a], =[k],+k„ jr[A]+ks [A] for s = L Z 3
Due to the cyclic arrangement of N blades, it leads to

iv +1

-12
= 3 E (1 - /22 )01- 13 F qln.Q0,11,74 ) 6(F -F idT

•

0
0

and

(21)

(22)

2

-MAI -

0

(30

1 o(i - P 7*)

PI M= 1=
2 ran( 7rf)
2)
yyry

0

0

0

where the variables for a near root crack can be approximated as
77

0

. [a]N_2 -k N_ I [A] 0
. -4,_ 1 [A] [a]N_ I -k N [A]

(20)

E

.
.

[K]=

where a, p are the depth of the crack and Poisson's ratio for
the blade and Ki is the stress intensity factor under mode
loading. The stress intensity factor K 1 can be estimated from
the equation proposed by Tacla et al. (1973).

and

(29)

blade. The

= bo (I- a 7-1.1 — 1C1 da

6 Th,
=2
_
Ir to(1-13T
lob0( 1-0 749( 1- Pr '9 2

(28)

L

2.3 Equation of motion of the mistuned system

mode I loading will be considered to dominate the stress field,
when the crack is initiated by in plane bending fatigue.
According to Dimarogonas's (1983) and Krawczuk's (1993)
investigations, alteration of the elastic deformation energy in
places on the crack caused by lateral bending moments are the
only important changes in the case of slender beams. Therefore,
the released energy of this crack may be approximated as

pb = Einvil 7.7.

E1
00 1.1()1
4n (1-11 2 )-0
t° - *)Q(1.1r1

pc I w] = [A] =

0

0.13 0

1
0
0

(35)

(26)

where roi,o4
GIN2 are the eigen values of the mistuned
system. Using the expansion theorem the response may be
described as a superposition of the normal modes in the form

(27)

{X}=i11711 (36)
The equation of motion for the mistuned system. i.e., Eq. (29).
can be rewritten

uv

[k e r +[k IT

f

and the stiffness matrix [kl is introduced by the crack, which

f

2

[li{il}+[A]{ 11}=4-1" —f)EM * In}
2.(20

is

4

(37)
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g

where 1./4 is the released energy of a crack for the

ktY =6

Substituting the general solution (46) into equation (45b). it
leads to

where
[D]. = —212 02 [T]r [D][ 1P]
(38)
Let the rotation speed be perturbed by a very small periodic
excitation f(t), which can be represented by a Fourier series of
harmonic components in the form

Q
.
AO= I Ficul

(Di A n )el°^ To
Da rho +0.),111„/ =
N
40.),+}T, —
fri Edn*,{A, e
+ A,. e
+ c.c.
(48)
j=1 r=1
where A, denotes the complex conjugate of A,.. The complex

(39)

.i=-4
Eq. (37), the dynamic equation can be rewritten as
11- 1 i 2 )jonTII

=

2

—£(

(40)

with

c
where

(i) When coi is away from frequencies (cop ± cog )
IFterl

AO= f (t)

and

In this case, a particular solution for lin ,

IFMI

IFAi l is the maximum magnitude of components

solved by eliminating the term —214),(D I A4e t0arn .

F. for

Q

j = L Z ..... Q . As assumed, the magnitude of the speed variation
(r) is so small that the ratio e is less than one. Equation (40)
represents a set of N uncoupled differential equations of the type
r!„

Tin = —E(1 + 1 12 )

2

d • rim for n = /, 2,3
==1

N
r=1

cnr,

(42)

02 j• =CO 1-02 +E iPA
P q — 1 l=1 j

(43)

(50)

Pq

where AP9= (cl P•9cfP
R. )/(co Pto9 )•

OW When

coi —> (cop —cog )

The transition curves of combination resonance of the different
type can be solved as

litgi
Lei = W p —W q ±E
—F)
L .2
An

(51)

1=1

However, this case may occur only as
different signs.

d P* 9 and d9P
• have

(iv) When 0.) —> (op + (1)4and (cog +ro„)

(45b)

The transition curves have to amended, if the perturbation
frequency coj nears the combination resonance of the summed
type (D, +tea and nears simultaneously coy nor In this case,
after tedious derivation, the equation can be solved for
determining the stability and instability of the system. It is
given by

where /1(T1,1'2) is an unknown complex function, and c.c.
denotes the corresponding complex conjugate of the preceding
term. For simplicity, the periodic speed perturbation is assumed

cm') t +c.c.

(0_ ai r ) — W;

co • —> (a) P +co )
In this so called combination resonance of the summed type
case, the character of the solution is modified drastically and the
transition curves between the stable and unstable zone is given
by

The general solution for equation (45a) can be written in the
form
r7„0 = (Ti, T2 )exp(ico„To )+ c.c.
(46)

f

(41 +CO — CO;

(ii) When

(44)
+62771,2(Th, Tr , T3' —.)+
Substitute Eqs (42), (43) and (44) into Eq. (41), and equating the
coefficients of E° , E l , E 2
. This yields
order €0
(45a)
Di no +4 nn0 = 0

n = —2Do D i na° — f

jib} eXpli(Wi — 04)T 9 ]

(49)
It reveals that the mistuned system keeps stable in this case.

N

(r; E)=71o(Ta Tj, T2, —.)+E 1 Tin I(TO, Th T2 , • • *)

Da rbtl

eXpli(0),.

+c.c.

Consider that the solution for equation (40) can be represented
by an expansion form

order E i

N

j=1 r=1

(41)
where d • is the element of matrix [D]. Using the multiple
scales method [Nayfey (1979)], a series of new independent
variables are introduced, i.e., Ta = r for (a =0,1,2,...). It
follows that the derivatives with respect to r become

d =dT0 d dr] d
+
+ • • • = Do +
dr dt Oro dr dr'
d2 D
--T = o 1- 26 pop] e 2 (Di2 +21)0132 )+•••
dr

in Eq. (48) can be

4
1i
A? +(aj +a2 )2.2 +
1 a
+A
)1,
1 2 a 4+-0
qs
pq
j2 A
pmI

(47)

=1
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coefficient A to be determined in such a way as to eliminate
the troublesome terms from ri ni . This choice depends upon the
resonant combinations of the frequencies; four different cases are
considered herein [Nayfeh and Mook (1979), Young (1991)].

where CO • is the harmonic frequency. Introducing Eq. (39) into

1
4

+-nn qs +a,Aniza
IV c)^2 =

frequencies are always distributed in a cluster for a locally
defected periodic system [Wei and Pierre (1988a. I998b).
Bendiksen (1987)]. Thus, the range of this unstable zone is
dependent upon the spread of the resonant frequencies from 21.)1
to 1546 . These unstable zones related to resonant frequencies

(52)

pi

where
a=

p CO q

and a 2 -

CO •

P

ois

4. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figures 5(a) and 5(b) demonstrate the important role of the
crack depth upon the variations in the transition curves. Results
indicate that the unstable zone near 255 l will be shifted left if
the depth of the crack in the 23rd blade is increased from
77= 0.01 to )7= 0.1. As noted [Kuang et al (1998)]. increasing
the crack depth may enhance the modal localization and shift
the localization frequency 255I down. This localization
frequency shift, from 255, = 4.669 to 255, = 4.656, will enlarge
the unstable band as shown in Figure 5(b). The effect of the
rotational speed ao on the variations in the unstable bands is
illustrated in Figures 6(a) and 6(b). Because additional stiffness
will be introduced into the blades as the blade speed is
increased, the modal frequency is increased. It can be observed
that the first unstable band is enlarged and shifted toward a
higher frequency region. As noted by a number of articles, the
degree of localization depends significantly upon the magnitude
of the disorder and the modal coupling effect. The modal
coupling effect in this periodic blade-system is dominated by
the spring stiffness constant ir s . For a mistuned system. that
strong localization may occur in a weakly coupled system
[Pierre (1990)]. The effect of shroud stiffness on the stability is
also shown in Figure 7(a) and 7(b). This apparent enlargement
in the unstable band, as the coupling stiffness is increased from
= 0.02 to l; = 0.10, is believed to be caused by a change in
the modal localization pattern. The frequency band
(207, - 255 to would swell as the coupling stiffness is increased.

An assembly of 46 pretwisted taper beams attached to a
rigid hub was used to approximate the turbo-disk as shown in
Figure 1(a). A shroud spring ks was attached at the tip of each
blade. The blades were specified using the following nondimensional parameters: (Rh/L)= 0.2, (bo /L)= 0.1, (tan=

0.02, a = 13 = 0.25 , 9=45° and Fs= 0. For convenience, a
number of non-dimensional parameters. i.e., ro = to/too, w n =
con /coo, 12-0 =.00/0)0 and 17,=(12k,e)/Ebots, were also
used. The frequency o.)„ is the natural frequency of the mistuned
system, and tt)0 is a reference frequency that is defined herein as

wo = 0.01ii--.7
E . As a crack propagates on a blade, it may
introduce the so called 'modal localization phenomenon' in the
entire mistuned system. The amplitudes of individual defective
blades may in turn be excited seriously. The localized vibrations
further increase the amplitudes and stresses locally. In this
example, the localization stability of a cracked blade-disk
system was investigated. For simplicity, a single crack at the
root of the 23rd blade was assumed. The effects of crack depth
a, shroud stiffness ics and rotational speed Do of the blade on
the stability were studied.
Before considering the dynamic stability of a cracked bladedisk system, it is appropriate first to illustrate the
characteristics of the cracked system. To this end, one identifies
the modal localization of this cracked system. Figure 2 shows
the corresponding blade tip displacement patterns of the cracked
blade-disk system in the rotational plane and the out-off
rotational plane at the localization frequency, i.e., the lowest
natural frequency. An obvious modal localization phenomenon
is observed for this mistuned system. The corresponding
frequency response at the tip of the cracked 23rd blade is
displayed in Fig. 3. It indicates that a group of peak of
responses are observed near the localization frequency. To
determine the stability of a rotating blade-disk, a simplified
harmonic perturbation speed as AO= 2 cos co t is assumed to be
imposed on the steady speed Do . Figure 4(a) displays the stable
and the unstable bands according to the stability analysis of a
cracked blade-disk. The first unstable band is grouped from a
series of unstable zones near the resonance frequencies
(2rol - 2E0), as shown in Fig. 4(b). As noted in Fig. 3, the
modal localization phenomenon will introduce a group of peaks
of response near the localization frequency. Resonant

— rotational plane

out-off plane

2.424

r = 1.O,k 5 =0.01,

- 0.8-

0.1,D0 = 1.0,
8=450

0.2-

0

5

10

15

20

25 30 35 40

45 50

Blade number
Figure 2 Tip displacement patterns of a cracked blade-disk
system
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(2iii, 2552 25546 ) are distributed so close that they could
hardly be separated. According to the stability analysis of this
cracked blade-disk, some small stable regions are found near the
resonant frequencies (255 21)2, 2iir3 ) as shown in Figure 4(b).
However, these very small stable regions have a negligible
impact upon the system.

Equation (52) is a cubic equation for A and has closed-form
solutions. The transition curves can be determined using the
value of col for which A has two real roots.

50

7e. to.Tc s

0-1

5, =at,
8= 4.59

0.

20
2.35

4.66
2.5

2.4

8.7
Frquency

4.6625

4.655
Frequency

8.9

8.8

4.6675

467

7.)

(b) the detail for zone A

Figure 3 Tip frequency response at the tip of the 23rd blade
(rjn

-

Figure 4 Transition curves for the cracked blade - disk system
(270 - 27046 )

27)47

Z46)

0.1

iv 0.05

27n= 4669173
27)2. 4.669191

4.8
Frequency Z

46
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